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Spartan City ordered closed in 1988
By Brian Fedrovs
Daily stall writer
Spartan City will close in August 1988
displacing some 250 residents.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton approved the closure Friday of the 100-unit
complex at South Campus.
Spartan City’s closure will put an end
to married and single -parent student housing at SJSU and 18 other California State
University campuses -- because any future
building will he for single students. Fullerton said.
"We have no funding in sight to do
any building." she said yesterday "If we
did, it would not he for family housing. The
state system regulations are that ,ou first

house (single) students. Only IIy ou have
more housing than you have student demand, do you house others. Others include
spouses and children."
The 250 current Spartan City residents
were informed of the decision in letters distributed late y esterday.
University Housing Director Willie
Brown, who submitted the closure proposal
to Fullerton. said safety and fire hazards are
the main reasons the complex is being shut
after more than 30 years. Brown said that as
of last Friday, no new residents would he
admitted.

from rent. You couldn’t argue with the reasons for closing it down."
He estimated SJSU is losing about
S30.000 a year on Spartan City.
Brown said state lire officials recently
examined Spartan City and Ibund several
safety problems in the complex:
Stairwells leading to second-story
apartments are in poor condition due to rotting wood.
No central lire alarm exists to ring at
the fire or University Police departments.
Termites have caused extensive damage in the 4(1-year-old. wooden buildings.
"The buildings are so old." Brown
Boxes stored under stairwells by ressaid. "We’re actually putting in more time idents v iolate fire codes.
and money tin upgrading than we take in
Brown said Lew Schatz. SJSU director

Berlin show
loses money
despite crowd
By Amy t.. Pabalan
Daily staff writer
The Berlin concert was the biggest estimated gross for a single Associated Students Program Board event.
but the program board still lost money.
The Oct. 20 concert, which drew
an audience of 2.100, grossed an estimated $22.844. said program hoard
Director Verde Alexander. The total
cost of the event was about $28.109,
she said.
The concert was co -sponsored by
One Step Beyond. a Santa Clara dance
club. Expenses were split between the
club and the program hoard, Alexander said. She added that the program
board’s expenses for the concert were
about $2.632. while the dance club’s
expenses total about $4,600.
However, the figures are still
being computed and the totals could
change, she said.
’We haven’t gotten everything,"
Alexander said. "It could fluctuate a
few hundred dollars up or down.’’
Berlin was paid $15.000 for the
performance.
"That’s pretty average lOr a top
hand," Alexander said. "They go as
high as $20,000 and low as $11.000."
Paul Goeltz, program hoard concert chairman, said the concert was a
success.
"It was perfect." Goeltz said.
"We thought we could pull a lot of
people there and we did.
"There were definitely a lot of
teen-agers there. We would have lost
thousands of dollars more if we had an
age limit," Goa, said.

Other program board concerts
this semester on campus have suffered
Irons poor attendance. The ban on
under-I8. non-SJSU students for Morris Dailey Auditorium concerts has
been cited as the reason for low turnouts.
Goeltz said one reason the Berlin
concert did not sell out as expected
was its Monday night date.
"It’s a had nigh( to do a show,’’
Goeltz said.
The concert was funded by the
program board’s revenue-generating
account designed for events expected
to make a profit.
The program board is not allowed
to lose more than a certain
as yet
undetermined -- percentage of the account, or the account will be frozen
until the following year.
"We are not close to the freeze
point:. Alexander said. "If we spend
another 52,000 we could he looking at
not getting any more."
However. Alexander said the percentage of how much the program can
spend has yet to he worked out.
"We have a small committee
working on stipulations of the revenue-generating account," Alexander
said. She added that she expects the
committee to finish its work within the
next month for approval by the A.S.
hoard of directors.
The Berlin concert is the second
event funded by the revenue -generating account. The first was an Oct. 7
appearance by TV talk -show host
Wally George. which lost an estimated
$1.000.

Women walk
for SJSU sports
By Frank Michael Russell
Daily staff writer
A fund-raising walk Saturday
earned $125.000 in scholarship money
for students in the Women’s Athletics
Department.
The figure was $5,000 over the
S120.000 goal for this year’s Walk for
Women of Sparta.
Sixty-four community women
participated in the walk including
Susanne Wilson. chairwoman of the
Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors, County Supervisor Dianne McKenna, City Councilwoman Shirley
Lewis and SJSU President Gail Fullerton.
Wilson and Fullerton were cochairwomen of this year’s walk. The
first Walk for Women of Sparta took
place in 1981.
Fullerton said the fund-raiser provides half the scholarship budget for
women’s athletics.
’The scholarships for the athletes
really make a tremendous difference,’’
Fullerton said. She said scholarships
allow student athletes to concentrate
on studying and sports, instead of having to earn living expenses.
"The ladies involved have a lot
of fun. too," Fullerton said.
Cheered on by more than 100

’The scholarships for
the athletes really
make a tremendous
difference.’
Gall

Fullerton,
SJSU president

SJSU women athletes, the participants
either walked or jogged as many as 15
times around the Bud Winter Field
track at South Campus in one hour.
’It’s our major fund-raiser,’’ said
Carolyn Lewis, associate women’s
athletic director.
The money raised is more than
one-fifth of the Women’s Athletics
Department’s 5543010 annual budget.
All scholarship money for the
program must be raised through private donations, Lewis said. The
See WALK back page

*A public safety and UPI) chief. also had
concerns about the number of people in the
buildings and the damaged floors. He said.
although Spartan City residents have always
maintained the apartments well, it’s hard to
light a battle with the decaying wood.
"We thought we could run it for another three to five years." Brown said
"But our concern is for the students. We’d
he better off to tear it down and put something new up."
Brown said construction of student residences is funded through state tax bonds
and a 1947 law gives single -student housing
priority. Brown added Spartan City is the
only state-supported, married -student facility in the CS, system.
aak,
See II0I’SING .

’The buildings are so old. We’re
actually putting in more time and
money on upgrading than we take
in from rent. You couldn’t argue
with the reasons for closing it
down.’
Willie Brown,
niversity Rousing director

Cards of a different kind

braham Haile Zonia Flandez. a sophomore in business
management, sits with friends in the Student

Union and plays "mah jong." It is a Chinese
game similar to gin rummy, played by four

aity staff photographer

people. Flandez contemplates the right move,
as Marianne Salazar concentrates.

Tribal rhythms get high-tech twist
can. Brazilian, Caribbean, Latin-American, gospel
By Dan Kier
"We are dealing with experimental aesthetDaily staff writer
and blues styles. The performance is also at 8:15 in ics." Strange said. "Certain sections of the populainfluenced
the concert hall. Admission to both events is $5 gen- tion will think the electronic music is weird. We’ve
Modem American music has been
by both computers and African tribal roots, accord- eral, $3 for students and seniors.
had people walk out on past performances. hut I’ve
The opera performance of "The Muse and Miss walked out on Beethoven before.’’
ing to Randy Masters. SJSU lecturer in music.
SJSU students will get a chance to hear the Dickinson." originally scheduled for Friday night at
Strange considers all of tonight’s selections acproduct of this I usion in two scholarship benefit con- SJSU, was canceled when many of the performers cessible to the mainstream listening
certs this week.
came down with strep throat, said Larry Hancock,
Electronic music night will feature three perforThe concerts are in conjunction with American media director with the SJSU Opera Workshop and mances. ’Farrel Theater" will be performed by DoMusic Week.
Opera San Jose
minic Milano. editor of Keyboard Magazine.
Tonight, the SJSU Electro-Acoustic Studio.
The money raised will go into a general schol"Xherone" will he performed by Daniel
under the direction of music Prof. Allen Strange, arship fund for the department. Strange said. Ameri- Wyman, SJSU associate professor of music, and
Other
And
Electronic
can Music Week is a "big push to become aware of linen Brauninger. professor of music at Natal Uniwill present an "Evening of
Real Musics." The performance will beat 8:15 p.m. music that is being composed today rather than mu- versity in Durban, South Africa.
in the Music Department Concert Hall.
seum-type." he said.
The song " Xherone" is a piece commissioned
Thursday. the Randy Masters Band and the
All of the pieces performed in the electronic lot the "Days of New Music." a festival in Stuttgart
SJSU Afro-Brazilian Percussion Ensemble will pre- music night were written within the year. Stange Germany. It was written as a sound track for a film,
sent a concert of American jazz influenced by Ain - said.
See MUSIC, hack page

Make
your
mark
Today is election day remember to vote.
Sample ballots mailed last
week list polling places, which
will he open from 7 a.m. to 8
p.m. in Santa Clara County.
Santa Clara County voters
can call (408) 299-2161 or (4081
997-1721 for information.
Printing deadlines prevent
the Daily from publishing election results tomorrow, so check
out Thursday’s paper for special
election coverage.

Guest dance prof leads workshop
By Sue Kiyabu
Daily staff writer
Scurrying around the room like
laboratory rats on speed. 14 students
participated in an acting workshop by
identifying space.
The idea may sound like it came
Itom a hippie think-tank. hut actually
the participants were learning the craft
of dramatic movement in one of three
workshops given last week.
The acting workshop used the
space of the Studio Theatre Friday to
show participants how to use props
and movement to create a scene, without a script.
Linda Kostalik. a professor of
dance at the California State University at Los Angeles, taught the three
free workshops. Sponsored by the

Guest Artist Series, the workshops included "Variations on the Walk,"
"Dramatic Action on the Move" and
"Choreographic Techniques.
"My purpose is to try to get people who know a great deal about the
arts (and) to know what is out there in
theater techniques." Kostalik said.
Kostalik had the participants
build a space with chairs and miscellaneous props. Some turned chairs upside down, others stacked them on tables.
The group was then instructed to
put the items in an organized fashion.
imagine the character in a situation and
create a realistic environment.
The participants could not speak
to each other during the majority of the
one-hour sessions. The emphasis was

strictly on movement.
"Movement can carry you
through any situation." Kostalik said.
"Always think of yourself a.s being in
a painting and transform the scene."
The scene was transformed from
a throne room, to a bus, to a doctor’s
office. The participants had to interact
with each other in eiery situation to
create a scent
Kostalik said the group was "tribal.- meaning no one wanted to play
the lead.
"There were too many little actions and not enough big ones," said
Donna Federico. theater arts graduate
student.
To increase the mood of the
workshop. Kostalik put on an albent
See DANCE. bark page
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Sexual laws still in Dark Ages
NIICIC NC tall
I hank God we Ilse
our own decisions.
If you want a burger. you can have it your way - hold
the pickles, hold the leUuce, do whatever you want.
If you need a Coke or toilet paper in a hurry, call on
your "Freedom ot Choice.’
just don’t ask Mr a Playboy.
But it things get hot and heavy between you and your
partner. even if you’re married. you’d better watch out.
For all the variety we enjoy as citizens of the most civiItzed nation in the world
the 1987 Ford Thunderbird otters thousands of option combinations - the right to enjoy
the spice ot Me doesn’t extend into our bedrooms.
Scanning the list of sexual nomo’s. it appears that
Uncle Sam would have us all pursuing sensual pleasures
only with our spouses, only in the missionary position. only
in the dark and only without uttering a peep
So nmeh for any gains coming from the sexual revolution.
For starters, it’s a good idea to think twice about meeting Mr or Ms Not -So-Right for a casual affair. f
ling adultery can land you in jail in 26 states and the I /istrici
of Columbia.
The penalties fur fornication can he especially still. In
Virginia. sexual intercourse by any unmarried person carries a mere $100 line. But in Georgia, the terrible crime can
leave you looking through bars for a year and paying a
$1,000 fineit’s not always that
simple. either. Deciphering the
Opinion
ambiguous wording of many sex
laws to ligure out whether or not you’re violating them is
like engaging in a game of liar’s poker -- you don’t know
when to bluff because you’re not sure what’s in your hand.
In Idaho, sexual intercourse by an unmarried person
with an unmarried person of the opposite sex is unlawful.
Does that mean it one or both persons are married to other
people that it’s OK? Or if the partners are of the same sex?
Or if one is married and of the same sex as the other’
Or . . . you get the picture.
Considering cohabitation? It gets worse.
A six-month jail term awaits those who "lewdly and
notoriously associate -in Idaho. That must mean it’s OK if
you’ keep it a secret. In Arizona you don’t even have to he
lewd ii your living arrangement is notorious and open, then
you’re going down.
Obviously, marriage is widely respected, if only in a
legal sense. (Our phenomenal divorce rate reveals how
sanctimonious it really is.) That’s good, because marriage is

IF )1

Scott G.
Hamilton

a wonderful institution that shouldn’t he taken lightly.
However. partners within the institution should have
the right to exercise any option they s Mose II fancy -tickling defined by them means mounting .1 trapeze between the
mirrors on the ceiling above their king-size waterbed and
leay ing thc VCR filming while they smear peanut butter
oyer each other’s bodies. then so he it. Right now, a pleasure palace like that could mean a whole heap trouble for
a couple in some states, regardless of their marital status.
In addition:
*An unnatural and lascivious act commands 60days or,
$500 when committed in Florida. Are those words even in
the Ft Lauderdale’s vocabulary’?
*Crimes against nature net up to 15 years in Tennessee, hut only 10 in North Carolina or Oklahoma. The catch:
you go by the judge’s dictionary, not yours.
*Surprise! Oral and anal sex carry the government’s
seal of approval in Utah and Alabama if performed with
your spouse. But do either with anyone in Georgia and you
might go up the river for 20 years.
*Too Laughable to Mention category: No matter how
badly you want an experience worthy of Penthouse Forum.
you might have a year to recount it if North Dakota authorities catch you in a public place.
*Good news: A man and woman in North Carolina can
bed, cohahitate and associate lewdly and lasciviously. Bad
news: They can’t do so habitually.
If such unfair. outdated limitations on your libido
make you lighting mad, you’re in good company In a recent article. former U.S. Attorney General Ramsey Clark
wrote that "in our time of pervasive insecurity, goy eminent
efforts to control sex are a present danger. Our freedom.
even our survival, may depend on the courage and effectiveness of our resistance.’’
Watch out, America. Nobody says they won’t slap a
tax on it.
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Lower half of state
has no character
Being from Southern California and going to school in
San Jose makes for an interesting change of scenery and
lifestyle.
The two halves of this state are completely different
(something somehow changes after Santa Barbara).
But which is better Southern California or San Jose’
San Jose!
Let’s compare.
The people in Southern California are generally stuck
on themselves. People in San Jose are generally- much nicer
and less concerned with their outward appearance. They
like to look good, hut they don’t
dwell on it San Joseans
ui’t ii
Opinion
to care about each other. Try get
ting someone to stop for you on the freeway in Southern
California if you have car trouble, without offering them
some free drugs.
Another thing that’s better in San Jose is the weather.
Believe it or not, too much sun can kill you. People in
Southern California spend 12 months out of the year at the
beach. In San Jose, people can draw the line once summer
IS over.

Also, there is no variety in the weather down there. A
person needs a blistery day once in a while to remain sane.
It also enables you to wear some of your nice fall fashions.
Which brings us to the next point
fashion.
Although Southern California is a little ahead of San
Bellerive implies that different languages will disunite Jose fashion-wise, at least in San Jose you can wear ayarithe state. Former Senator S. I. Hayakawa. founder of the ety of clothes.
Southern California has better summer clothes. hut if
English only movement, claims that bilingual education is a
you’re smart you’ll go down there at the beginning of the
dissery ice to students.
summer and buy a swimsuit.
In fact, it is the variety of cultures and languages that
Then when fall rolls around you can go to Macy’s a
make this country culturally and economically and strategistore they don’t have down south) and buy sonic great fall
cally strong.
items.
As far as bilingual education is concerned, the goal of
Southern California isn’t all that had though.
bilingual education is to teach English. Students stay an avFor instance, musically they are way ahead.
erage of three years in bilingual classrooms before they are
People in San Jose actually think Huey Lew is and
transfered to English only classrooms. The end result of this
Y&T is music.
effort is an individual who can function proficiently in two
In Southern California
languages. This is considered advantageous in other counnew music is much more
tries.
popular thanks to stations
Proposition 63 will do nothing to help those immilike KROQ in Los Angeles
grants eager to learn English. Instead. Proposition 63 will
and 91 X in San Diego.
only cause divisiveness and restrictions. Sporadic, racist atSince the demise of
tacks should not endanger the unity of our country.
KQAK. "The Quake." it
By the way. lkukinejian, Bradley. Cranston and
has
been
nearly impossible
Honig are all against Proposition 63.
to find out atxna new
Carlos E. Acosta
music.
Graduate Student
Recently San FrancisMultiple Subject Credential
co’s KITS changed its format to new music, hut unChild care center deserves funding
less it catches on, San Jose
Editor.
is going to remain in the
Len
Congratulations are in order for the Spartan Daily and
Stone Age niusically.
reporter Sue Kiyahu. Her opinion piece of Oct. 20 was inAnother
problem
with
Gutman
sightful and helped to provide a much -needed awareness.
Students, parents, breadwinners anti homeowners facemany Southern California, Los
Angeles
particular,
in
is
that
problems in juggling their many responsibilities and caring
the traffic is devastating.
for their children.
Traveling in Los Angeles is a whole day experience.
For the past year. funding for campus children’s ceneven when your only going 20 miles.
ters has enjoyed unique status as the top priority of the CaliAnd when you are stuck in freeway traffic down south,
fornia State Student Association. Concerned parents and
you can’t see two feet in front of you and you can’t breath
others have devoted their limited time to promoting the
because of the smog.
awareness of these needs. They have gone the distance, and
The traffic in the South Bay is getting had, but it’s not
their efforts deserve to he rewarded by the state Legislature.
half
as bad as down south.
As the proposal to fund the Frances Gulland Center
Now let’s talk sports.
mov es through the Capitol. SJSU cannot forget those stuHow can anyone like the Raiders, the Lakers or the
dents who need such assistance to pursue their education.
Dodgers? (yuck)
Thanks once again for "speaking with the voice of the stuThese teams are all cocky, and they have nothing to he
dents. ’
cocky about.
Bob Gunter
Wasn’t it great when the Dodgers finished last this seaSophomore
son?
Public Policy
What this whole arguement comes down to is thisA.S. Director
People in Southern California have no character. They all
California State Student Affairs
look the same and act the same. (Of course none of this
counts if you are from Southern California and are now in
CSU should fund child care center
San Jose. Unless you plan to go back down there for good
Editor.
after college!)
The opinion piece Sue Kiyabu wrote about child care,
At any rate, it looks like the Bay Area has gained one
Oct.
survive"
need
stable
funding
to
facilities
("Child care
more permanent resident.
20) provided a much needed informative address to the stuSorry mom.
dents of SJSU.
Child care is not an issue concerning only those students who have children who need the care that the Frances
Gulland Child Development Center provides ills one
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write
that concerns every student at SJSU.
We all pay student fees and currently, part of the stuletters to the editor for publication on this nage.
Bring them to the Dwight Dente! Hall. Room 208.
dent lees designated as student activity funds are being used
or to the Student Union Information Desk.
to fund the Frances Gotland Child Development Center
when
it
SJSU
of
All letters must bear the writer’s name, signaby
the
students
funding
is
provided
This
ture. major. phone number and class standing.
should rightfully he the responsibility of the California State
Phone numbers and anonymous letters will not he
University system in keeping with their policy to provide an
printed.
accessible education to all students.
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit letZierlein G. Adan
(ers for libel and length.
Freshman
Undeclared

Letters to the Editor
Daily looking out for student body
Editor,
Hooray! After live years of reading liberal malarkey.
l’tn glad to see someone is looking out for the student body
at this university
I refer to flab Muktartan’s letter to the editor praising
the Spartan Dilly coverage of the A.S. conference meeting
at the Red Lion Inn in San Jose.
Unfortunately neither herb nor I are in a position to do
anything about the wrongs that are so often heard about.
I could not believe that this school would allocate $906
for a meeting in San Jose and then have the audacity to expect a fee increase for students for the 1987 spring semester.
Michael Jennings
Senior
It iillogical Sciences

Bradley trying to buy SJSU votes
Editor.
Torn Bradley is a brave man. It took guts for him to
come to San Jose State it) make such bold statements. Corning to a state campus and saying education is underfunded is
similar to asking a wino if he would like another bottle of
port. If Tom Bradley doesn’t think sines are for sale, I don’t
know what he was doing Oct. 21.
College education is an assured right in California. We
have one of the greatest educational systems in the world.
For example. the University of California has almost as
many Nobel prize winners as the Soviet Union. The taxpayers of California already pay 54.500 per year for each of us
to attend San Jose State. If we don’t qualify for a state university. we can go to a junior college which must accept us.
How touch more opportunity would he like?
Of course. Mr. Bradley did bring up the subject of the
Los Angeles Olympics and not "using a penny of taxpayers’ money" for financing. Unfortunately, it was not Bradley who raised the financing for the Olympics. It was Peter
lleberroth who went to the corporations and solicited the
funds so well.
Now let’s look at toxic waste. The city of Los Angeles
is one of the largest toxic waste polluters in the state. It has
been lined millions of dollars for being unable to comply
with toxic regulations.
George Deukmejian does not support toxic waste, but
he will veto a hill if he considers it to he excessive spending. Does anyone remember what California’s financial position was at the end of Gov. Jerry Brown’s term? We were
SI billion in the red. Tom Bradley would have been unable
to do anything but worsen the situation. There is no way,
that we would have a surplus today.
If Mr. Bradley were 15 points ahead of Mr. Deukmejian, he probably would not debate either. Mr. Bradley is
good at vague criticism, hut he doesn’t offer any great vision as an alternative. He won’t even tell us where he stands
on Rose Bird’s confirmation.
Larry Broun
Graduate Student
Btusiimcs

Variety keeping California strong
Editor.
This letter is in response to Mr. Bellerives opinion regarding Proposition 63. ("Same language essential to
stale." Oct. 2/0.
Mr. Bellerive resins to unsupported, speculative
statements to defend his position and the group he supports.
who want to make English the official language of the state
of California.

Letter Policy
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Editors’ Extra
Carl
Scarbrough

A tale of two toxics
C. "V%’alt- Prunelace 111 leaned hack in the
chair and toyed with the cigar he was sucking.
He exhales) a puff of smoke and focused his ation on the report before him.
tier scanning the first few pages. Pruneface
Iris Led up the phone and called his secretary.
’Miss Landour. I want you to call an emergency
ineeting of the Chemical Companies Association. I
want them all here in 30 minutes."
In a conference room on the 44th floor ot lii
Rick Building. the members of the association had
begun to gather. 1.R. Stoeisticker chatted boisterously
with L. John Boor.
Pnineface entered the room and took his chair at
the head of the table. He blew smoke lomi his cigar,
and then placed it in an ashtray.
"Gentlemen. I have the report on rhar proposition. the toxic. initiative You all know how much I
want our drinking usurer to he safe, but according to
our legislativ e analy st’s report. we’re going to have to
Pruneface said recome OLII 4:1111SI the
gretfully .
"But Walt, cseryuitte will think we like polluting
the state’s drinking outer,’’ protested Bobby DiSludgehottom, president ol Surfacescum Industries.
’Easy. Bobby We all feel the same way, hut
this initiative is bill iq’ kertanions,’ Pruneface said.
"Public -ow
companies. small farmers and
sunnall operations vs ill be excluded.
"But the penalties for the big offenders will he
sta. That’s all tine and dandy, but we need an initiative that doesn’t exclude anyone. We know that small
operators are less able to afford the fines, hut if they
pollute, then they should have to pay the piper, so to
speak Pruneface said.
The room was cloaked in silence. The association
members jotted notes and exchanged worried glances.
"What else does the report say?" asked Penelope
Tightpurse. the only woman on the association board.
"Well, according to the economic indicators, the
proposition will cost the taxpayers millions of dollars." Pruneface said. "Basically, if we are going to
lobby the governor to put more money into education
and social programs, then the California taxpayer
won’t he able to afford the initiative."
"We cannot afford to sacralice either." Hour
said. "What are the alternatives?"
"What we need is an initiative with tougher lines
so that the program will finance itself."
"Have we contacted the proposition’s supporters
and tried to get them to make the initiative red/ /v
laugh?" Tightpurse asked.
"You know those damned liberals." Pruneface
said. "They won’t have anything to do with us. The
gentleman on the phone told me the proposition was
line, and they didn’t need our help."
"It seems to me that we should strive to defeat
this initiative and then put up a better one the next ballot," Pruneface said.
The members of the hoard nodded in agreement.
Each knew that theirs could be an unpopular position.
hut if they were to truly make California’s drinking
water safe, then they would have to take the risk.

Pruneface and his associates devised a campaign
which centered on the exemptions and the costs of the
proposition, and when election day rolled around the
proposition failed.
In November of 1987, the Chemical Companies
Association sponsored an initiative that proposed 10
get really tough on toxic polluters. There were no
exemptions. and the fines were stiff enough so that the
program could support itself.
The initiative passed. and Californians could
thanks to the
drink from the tap with peace of mind
chemical companies.
Carl Scarbrough is the news editor, tie drinks bottled water. Editors’ Extra is an ()pen forum for editors who appear on a rotating basis every Tuesday
and Thursday.

Son accused of killing dad testifies
LOS ANGI’l Is AP)
A
Texas man accused ,d murdering his
millionaire lather testified yesterday
about their relationship. saying he
stole a S7.500 check from his father to
buy cocaine and lied to him about
being admitted to Stanford University.
Henry Harrison "Ricky" Kyle
Jr.. 23, took the witness stand on his
own behalf. denying he ever declared
"with any intent" that he would like
to kill his lather,
He is charged with first -degree
murder in the 1983 death of Henry
Harrison Kyle Sr.. 60, whom he contends he shot in self-defense as they
searched their home for a prowler. His
first trial ended in a mistrial in April
1985 when a Superior Court jury deadlocked 10-2 in favor of conviction.
Kyle described his slide into cocaine use during the winter of 1982
and his poor performance at North
Texas Stale University. and the tweak
with his lather that resulted in a sixmonth silence between the two men.

’I may have said, *I’m
so mad could kill
him,’ but never said
it with any intent.’
"Ricky" Kyle Jr.,
accused of murdering father
During one y kit to his father’s
Texas home. Kyle said he took a
$7,500 check made out to his father.
who had the same formal name. He
..,1(1 he used the money for drugs.
Kyle said he stopped talking to
his father after the elder Kyle demanded his son return furniture loaned
to him. lk said he used cocaine increasingly and dropped out of college.
Kyle said in May 1983. he concocted a "very stupid plan, to write to
him and tell him that I had been accepted at Stanford.. ..I wanted to go
hack to the family."
In June, he drove from Texas to
his family’s new mansion in Bel -Air.
where they moyed when the elder Kyle
bought into Four Star Productions, a
Los Angeles TV production company.
He said he was greeted cordially,
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hut the relationship with his lather
soon deteriorated. But he contradicted
testimony offered by live-in carpenter
Rusty Dunn, who said Kyle had said
he was going to kill his father, and
meant it.
’I may have said, ’I’m NO mad I
could kill him,’ hull never said it with
any intent," Kyle said.
If convicted. Kyle could be sentenced to 27 years to life in prison
The prosecution contends Kyle
murdered his father out of hatred and
fear he would he cut out of the older
inan’s will.

The delense contends that IV., :
toyed his lather and was acting in sell
defense when he shot him in the Bel
Air home the night of July 22, 1983,
Defense attorneys said Kyle was
searching for an intruder when he encountered his father, also armed and
looking fivr a prowler, in the unlighted
dining room.
The detente contends the elder
Kyle shot lost. and a total of six times.
and the younger Kyle responded in sell
defense. The younger Kyle was
wounded in the arm, and no prowler
was found.

Ask the Dean
My friend and I hate each
taken !Our semesters ot French.
Why did my friend receive generaleducation credit in Area C. while I
received none? Another friend took
a second-year Spanish class and
used it hir English ID. Why can’t I
use my second-year French class
for English ID or Area C’

pleted
tn iov general ed?
Unforunately, many people
(staff and students alike) confuse
A.A. requirements with general ed.
They aren’t the same. If you read
your community college catalog
carefully, you’ll see two sets of requirements: A.A./A.S. degree and
CSU general-ed requirements.

It all boils down to where the
course was taken and what the
exact course number was.
As you have probably noticed.
Area C’ is "Arts. Literature and
Foreign Language." which means
that campuses may approve lOreign
language courses in Area C if the
courses meet that campus’s general
ed criteria. At SJSU. no courses in
language instruction have been approved for Area C credit.

/ began S.ISCI in fall 1979, hut
had to drop out in spring I9S4
when I N ;IS almost finished. When
I returned in fall 1984, I was told I
had to complete new general-ed requirements. Why?
As long as you maintain continuous enrollment at a CSU or California community collge. the requirements in effect when you enter
remain in effect for you until you
graduate.

However, some other California State Universities and community colleges have approved some
of language courses because they
meet their criteria. Your friend
probably took such a course; if it
appeared on his General Education
Certificate from that school, SJSU
would honor the credit.
In the case of English I B.
SJSU has approved specific SJSU
language courses (e.g.. French 2.
Spanish 2) as possible substitutes
(not equivalents) or English I B as
a general-ed requirement.
No other language courses
from SJSU or other schools may he
used for this substitution. There are
two cases which would prohibit
your using these foreign language
substitutes: I) completion of English I AF and 2) a major requirement of English ID as a support
course.
I graduated from a local community college with an A.A. degree. Doesn’t that mean I com-

Howe% er. when you leave and
return. you must meet the new requirements II you had totally satistied all uttyour general-ed require"broke"
belore
you
ments
enrollment. you may file a petition
in the GE Center to he considered
under your former general-ed pattern.
Beginning in fall 1984, you
may take one semester-long break
in each calendar year without jeoparditing your general-ed requirements if you don’t graduate within
I() years. Remember. no matter
what the reason is for your break or
when it occurs, you must reapply
and meet all application deadlines
when you want to return.
Ask the Dean. by Cynthia
Margolin. associate dean of Academic Advisement and Retention, appears the first Tuesday
every month. Submit questions
on university matters to the GE
Center or the Spartan Daily.

Some parents and a school hoard
member. saying nuclear war is no
laughing matter, called for an investigation into the public-address system
announcement Friday at Dominguez
High School.

c

Dominguez Principal Fred Easter. who refused to take a reporter’s
call yesterday afternoon, said over the
weekend that he had authorized the announcement as a hit of traditional
Homecoming Week high jinks.

sine. ellen Mogensen. I rsa Novak. Jana Olson
Karen Wagner

David Jacobsen,
hostage freed Sunday by Shiite Moslem captors

the fact that Tom Sutherland, Terry Anderson and to my
deep grief the three other Americans that have been kidnapped in the last month(s),’’ he said.
Anderson was kidnapped on March 16. 1985. and Sutherland was abducted June 9 ()I’ that year.
Jacobsen said Anderson was "fine" and he had seen
the journalist Irequently in the past 1g months. hut did not
elaborate.
Jacobsen said one of the three latest Americans kidnapped, acting university controller Joe Cicippio. is one of his
closest personal friends and "I pray to God that he will be
out quickly’ "
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A woman’s calm hut serious
voice came over the intercom during
classes and said the Soviet Union had
shot down two U.S. warplanes over
the Mediterranean Sea and had declared war on this country, according
to LaNeisheia Howard, a 16-year-old
junior at the school 10 miles south of
downtown Los Angeles
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(across from McDonald’s)

’I can’t tell you how very, very
happy I am here today. But it’s
with really mixed feelings to be a
free man again. Those guys are in
hell, and we’ve gotta get them
home.’
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WIESBADEN, West (krmany AP)
David Jacobsen told yesterday of his great joy in being released from
more than 17 months ol captivity hut said other Americans
still held by Lebanese kidnappers "are in hell" and must he
set free.
Jacobsen, 55, arrived at the U.S military air base in
Wiesbaden one day after being treed by his Shiite Moslem
captors. Anglican Church etio) Terry Waite accompanied
Jacobsen. who was set.% mg as administrator of the Awn
can University hospital in Beirut when he was abducted on
May 28,1985
Waite, who has negotiated to free the hostages sinve
last year, said he would keep on seeking the release ill live
other Americans who are among 19 loreigners still missing
in Lebanon.
They include Terry A. Anderson. chief Middle East
correspondent of The Associated Press. and Thomas Sutherland, acting dean of agriculture at the university. who
also have been held since early 1985.
Jacobsen, Irom Huntington Beach. was eyamined at
the Air Force hospital. Col. Charles K. Slat tet, hospital director. said in a nevi% conference that. "although he is tired.
Ur
Initial impression is that he is phy sically in very good
condition. It also seems that he has dealt v. ith the stresses of
his captivity remarkably. well...
Mallet said the medical ey ;dilation would he completed in a few days. "Initial eYallialloll did not reveal any’
,dence of physical abuse.’’ he said. adding that Jacobsen
,A .11 eating normal foods and even had some M ine
"It appears he has lost very little weight. Again, he is
the colonel said. "He has had no medication since he’s
been here.’
Jacobsen’s family is to arrive today .
In an emotional statement soon after arrival, he said his
happiness was greatly diminished by the continued capto. is
ol the others.
"I can’t tell you how v ery yery happy I am here
today. But it’s NY ith really rimed teelings to he a free man
again." he said. His y ince shook and he appeared on the
verge 01 tears "Those guys are in hell, and we’ve gotta get
them home...
"The best things in life are free." he said. "and. by
God, they are.’
Jacohsen VS as in the hands of the pro-Iranian Shiite
group Islamic Jihad. as are Anderson, 39. and Sutherland.
55.
He smiled occ poi inally and said he felt well hut gave
no details of his treatment during vaptiy .
Waite. 47. relused comment on his attempts to tree the
tor the
others. "We’re being very careful about w hat we
moment because we’re just at a very critical stage.- he
said. "I’ll he here probably for a couple ol days, and then I
may he going hack
In praise of the Anglican envoy. Jacobsen sal,
’Thank God Iiir a man like Terry Waite. . . Terry w .
man of hope in our darkest hour ’’
ernment’s handling
Although he critic ited the l .S
ol the Beirut hostage situation w hen he vs as a yaptiYe, Jacobsen thanked the Reagan administration and said he Yeas
"darned proud to he an American s
Air Force spokesmen said they did not know when Jacobsen would return to the I. ’lilted States
Several doten U S military personnel and hundreds of
reporters met the plane at Wiesbaden Hanging from the
flight control tower X as a banner that read: "Welcome
home. Mr. Jacobsen
’The
or this FUILIFTI111t9 IS 0111% .v.reatls leysened by

4a,,,-...,
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Ereorge Tokens

American released from ’hell’ a 1 ter 17 months

A high
COMPION APi
school principal whose joke Halloween announcement that the Soviets had
declared atomic war on the United
States, will not he reprimanded although officials conceded yesterday it
was in poor taste.
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Football team’s depth
key in win vs. Aggies
By Greg Stryker
Daily staff writer
The SJSC football team. play
mg v, ghoul injured quarterback
Mike Pere/ or most of the lounh
quarter, showed its depth in pounding New Mexico State. 45-7. Saturday night in Las Cruces. N.M.
Pere/. who was blind sided
and suffered a possible season -ending shoulder seperation to his
throwing arm, was ably replaced by
Junior backup quarterback Tony
Locy.
Lucy. a junior college transfer
from Cerritos College. threw his
first passes as a Spartan.
He completed 4 of 7 passes for
32 yards. including a 6-yard touchdown to Guy Liggins.
Fullback James Saxon took
the place of Randy Walker. who
missed the game due to a concussion suffered in the Pacific contest.
Saxon ran wild through the
Aggie secondary to the tune of 126
yards on only 11 carries. The junior
fullback is now averaging 14.1 yards
a carry this season.
The Spartans. riding the crest
of a six -game winning streak, are
starting to rack up some impressive
individual and team numbers:
SJSU is now averaging 30.5
points a game and has outscored its
opponents 170-67 in the second
half this season.
The Spartan defense had
seven more sacks which gives them
43 for the season. Last year’s squad
finished with only 214.
The defensive unit has also
forced 15 turnovers in the last three
games.
Tailback Kenny Jackson
had his fifth UV + yard game with
136 yards on 26 carries. He now
has 891 yards which places him
sixth on the all-time season total at
SJSU. He needs 320 yards to pass
Denver Bronco Gerald Willhile’s
19140 mark of 1210 yards for the
most yards rushing in one season
for a Spartan running hack.
Perez is just 116 yards short
of Ed Luther’s 1979 regular season
passing record of 3049 yards.
pulled down six
Liggins
more receptions against the Aggies
to raise his season total to 60. With
two more catches, he’ll pass Tim
Kearse’s record of 61 set in 1981.
Liggins can also pass Kearse’s regular season record for reception
yardage with 75 more yards.
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Football Team Stets
Fwst 00,1,
Rushing yams
Passing yards
Total dense
Furrttes Lost
IntiscepSons
Pemba Yards
PuntsAyg

165
658
2235
2893
23 13

20
60 505
61 37 2

274
43 61 34 76 42 76 26 42 INDIVIDUAL SVURING
()ioque, 66. Jackson 60, Leggins
32. Saxon 30. %Jeanie 24, Walker 20,
Carter tr. Con 6, Crawford 6. K lump 6.
Roberts 6. Stewart 6. Thomas It. Opponent,. 1147.
INDIVIDUAL 3133.111:11ALS
(Mi yore, 12-16. (./pponents 11- 12.
INDIVIDUAL INTERCEPTIONS
Clark 4. King 4, Kennedy 2. Kid2, Alexander 1, Cox I. Payton I,
Resnick I. Opponents 20.
INDIVIDUAL RUSHING
K. Jackson 2744191-3.9 avg.
Welker 49-706-4.7 avg. Saxon 19-153/31 eve, Twins 3-70-23.3 avg, Pere,
41-35-0.9 avg. Stewart 12-33-2.7 avg.
Satterfield 4-3241.0 avg. I xicy 3-14-4.7
avg. Harhicon 2.7..1.5 avg. Nash 1-44.0 avg. Malamute I -1-11-1-1.01 avg.
Team I-1-161-1-16.01 avg. Diehl IA 191-1-19.01 avg, Opponents 336-6581.9 avg.
INDIVIDUAL PASSING
22g-384-17-2934-39.4%Pere,
14TM
locy
4-7-1-32-57.1%.-1TD,
Saxon 1-1-0-7-100%. Liggins 0-1maiauutu is 1.4 -0483 . Opponent
1511-310-15-2235-50.9ni -14TD.
INI7IVIDUA1, RECEIVING
1 iggins 604139-13.9 avg. Malauulu 51/-715-14.3 avg. K. Jackson 39.296-7.6 avg. Walker 15-156-10.4 avg.
Thomas tds2414.t9.l avg. Nash 13154-11.M avg. Saxon 13-144-11.1 avg.
McCloud 7-94-13.4 avg. Klionp 6-6410.7 avg. Stewart 5-4341.6 avg. Robens 4-102-25.5 avg. Carter 3-45-15 0
avg. f’rawford 2-44-22.0 avg. Eskridge
2-26-11.0 avg. Pere 1-2-2.0 avg. Opponents 1511-2235-14.1 avg.
INDIVIDUAL PUNTING
fhehl 41-41.2 avg. ()liven:, 144.0 avg. ()pp...tents 61-37.2 avg.
INDIVII7UAL PUNT RETURNS
Clark 21-130-6.2 avg, Payton 927-3.0, Opponents 28-2201-7.9 avg.
INDIVIDUAL KICK RETURNS
Payton 9-153-17.0 avg. Clark 71117-26.7 avg. Eskridge 7-120-17.1
avg. C’now font 5-11/9-21.M avg, Thomas
2 25-11 s avg. Saxon 1-29-29.11 avg.
Malamute 1-25-25.0. W.00ds 1-8-8.0
avg. Opponents 42-1162-2(1.5 avg.
MISCRI.I.ANEDUS 1f ARI)AGV.
Payton 1-7-7.1/avg. Team 1-7-7.0
avg. Opptaient I Or)) avg.

SJSU fades into second at tourney
By Brian Fedrow
Daily staff wrder
The Spartan women golf team had everything
rolling Sunday during the early part of its final
round of the Slardord Invitational.
Then it had to play the last nine holes.
SJSU coach Mark Gale said the live -woman
squad was cruising along in first place, and was two
tinder par going into the final nine. But for some
reason the team faded. Gale said, and eventually
linished second, live strokes back of tournament
winner University of Indiana.
"Being second isn’t had, hut when we get it
going like we did. we’ve got to keep it going."
Gale said.
The Spartans shot a three-day total of 912. including the tournament’s hest round on Saturday
295.
Dana Tolland led the Spartans with a 5 -overpar 224. three strokes behind individual champion
Michele Redman of Indiana
Gale said the play ot SJSU goiter Nancy
Brown was typical ol the final round. He said she
shot a 4 -under-par 13 on the first nine, only to struggle with a 43 on the final nine.
Despite the Spartans’ third consecutive runnerup finish at Stanford, Gale said he’s happy with his
leani’s showing. He added that SJSU finished ahead
of the teams he said he thought would do Nkell. Ari/on, state (91))) and host Stanford 1)41

NEW YORK (API - Sugar Ray
Leonard, carrying the medical seal of
approval from a number of doctors,
will return to the ring in April to challenge Marvelous Marvin Hagler for
the middleweight championship of the
world in the richest fight in history, it
was announced yesterday.
Leonard, the former welterweight
and junior middleweight champ, is
guaranteed $11 million for the fight.
while Hagler. the undisputed middlewight king, has a $12 million guarantee. The guarantees are the largest in
hosing history.
"The original deal. which Leonard did not accept. would have paid

Punter Torn Diehl nailed a
76-yard punt against New Mexico
State. the third longest in Spat tan
history.

sI

him $8 million plus 30 percent of the
revenue in excess of $25 million."
promoter Bob Arum said at a news
conference. "He opted instead to be
bought out of the percentage ton $3
million. If the fight does over $30 million. he lost money. II’ it does under
$30 million, he made money. It was a
businessman’s decision.
"Marvin gets 50-75 percent 01
revenue over $25 million."

golfer

Gale said the trip to Guadalajara hasn’t been fimatted yet.
lie said the golfers will concentrate on weight
training and individual skills during the two-month
layoff.
’Some of the women will play in the California Slate Amateur Tournament. ’’Gale said. "I
usually go down with them to recruit high school seniors."
SJSU next plays Jan. 5-7 in San Diego at the
I xis Attec Ins national

Arum said the fight, set for April
6 at Caesars Palace in Las Vegas.
Nev.. could have a potential closed
circuit and pay -per-view audience of 3
million and might gross as much as

SICK)

million. That would double the
previous record gross sct by heavyweights Larry Holmes and Gerry Cooney at Caesars in 1982.
Closed circuit tickets went on sale
at New York’s Radio City Mimi1 Hall
yesterday at $60 each. The s 111X)-

seat arena at Caesars is scaled vs lb a
$70() top price and a sellout vs ill sield
$7,867.100 from the live gate.
At Caesars. Hagler opened as a 4I betting favorite for the much -anticipated bout between tv.o of hoxing’s
lop stars.
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U.S.A. A different flavor each week.
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Buffalo Bills
fire Bullough,
hire Levy
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STUDENT UNION CAFETERIA
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SJSU (7-2)
Fresno State (7-I)
Long Beach Stale (4-3)
Pacific 14-4)
Utah State (2-6)
UNI.V (4-4)
Fullerton State (2-10
New Mexico State (1-9)
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Hagler, Leonard to fight in boxing’s richest bout
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Julie Rails said that since the SJSU goiters all
started on different holes, she wasn’t sure what
caused the turnaround on the finishing holes. She
said her game floundered a bit all day while shooting a 79.
"I couldn’t buy a birdie putt." Rails said.
"The greens are treacherous and last with a lot of
side hills. I scrambled well in the final round. hut it
was an inconsistent round."
Rails did find some consistency Saturday.
shooting her hest round of the year, a one -under-par
72.
"I was going pretty steady on the first nine."
she said. "I put together a couple of birdies on the
hack."
Ralls said the team won’t he playing together
again in tournament competition until early January. She said she and her teammates will take the
time off to work on consistency.
"We’re all going to start taking some lessons.
working on our swings and catching up with
school... Rails said
She also said she’s eager for late January to arrive, when the Spartans may get to play a tournament hosted by Oklahoma Stale in Guadalajara.
Mexico.
"They’ve (past golf teams) gone to Japan before," Rails said. "This will he the first time we’ll
have a chance to play outside the country since I’ve
been on the learn "

Special Performance
America and her music
at
San Jose Civic Auditorium
Nov 14. 8 p m

KET INF

SNACK BAR

408 277-FAN

CELEBRATE
BUDWEISER MONTH
WITH US

ORCHARD PARK. \ 1 (AP,
Hank Bullough, unable in turn
around the Buffalo Bills around de
spite having the NFL’s highest -paid
quarterback, was fired as coach yesterday and replaced by Man. Levy.
Lev . former coach of the Kansas
City Chiefs, promised to bring
sense or mg:int/at ion’ to the Bills, lie
is the team’s third head coach in the
past 13 months
Levy , who worked as an finals st
on Buffalo’s exhibition telecasts lot
the past lour years. takes over a 2 7
team that played poorly in the first hall
of Sunday’s 34-28 loss to the Tampa
Bay Buccaneers.
The Bills fumbled two kickoffs
helping the Hues to a 20-0 halftini,lead before Buffalo rallied in the se,
rind half

The Power
To Be
Your Best

DOOR PRIZES
$1.50 FOR A
BOTTLE OF BUD

Give yourself the advantage that over
1,000 SJSU students already have

& Terroct

750 The Pruneyard
Campbell 371-3801

Macintosh
is a eademafk of Apple Computer

ATTENTION EOP STUDENTS
THE FUTURE IS NOW!!
CAR (Computer Assisted Registration)
IS NOW IN PROGRESS for Spring 1987.
BE PREPARED . . .
Schedule an appointment with the EOP
counseling staff NOW!
EOP Counseling Services
Walquist Library Central 217
277-3634

ishApr
Eop

304
eiyolto,
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Question: Tired of retyping Page 3 of a 10 page
’Term Paper" for the fourth time?
Solution: Word Processing

Move paragraphs from "here’ to "there" by using Cut Copy. and Paste.
Place graphics with your text A picture says a thousand words.
Correct mistakes easily by clicking the "mouse".
Format your page the way "YOU" want it
Spelling Checkers available.

Come see

how
"Word Processing"
con help you.

Special educational discounts available for SJSU Faculty, Staff and Students
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The liillel Jewish Student Association’s "Lunch and Learn" will he
held at noon today in the Campus
Christian Center. A representative
From Volunteers for Israel will he the
speaker. Lunch is S2. Call Sandra Silver at 294-8311 Mr more information.

larde at 21)24741
tion.

The Asian -American Christian
Fellowship vx ill hold its weekly meeting at 7 p ni today in the Student
Union Costatioan Room. Call Don
Chin at 997-780K for more information.

The Circle K Club will have its
weekly meeting at 3:30 p.m. today in
the Student Union Pacheco Room.
Call Tom at 269-23S0 for more information .

The Campus Crusade for Christ
will Imo at 7:15 p.m. today in the
Student Union Council Chambers.
Call Bruce Evans at 277-8026 for
more information.

The Financial Management Association will have a guest speaker at 5
p.m. today in the Student Union Almaden Room Alex Scoledes from
Dean Witter w ill speak about careers
in the securits industry. Call Joe Be-

sight
onth
for it set the

, 4.
Jaw

The Re -Entry Advisory Program
will have a brown bag lunch at noon
tomorrow in the Student Union Pacheco Room. The subject for dis-

fr1rer

YES AN*
WV BEAM

The California Faculty Association will have a seminar
PERS
workshop at 4 p.m. tomorrow at the
University Club. 408 S. 8th St. The
Pre -Retirement Workshop is for all
Faculty and staff at SJSU. Call Bill at
297-7331 for more information.
The deadline for submission to
Reed Magazine has been extended to
Monday. Poetry, short stories, and
black and white artwork should he addressed to Bob Sweet and dropped all
at the English Office in the REED box.
Call Bob Sweet at 277-2849 or 415367-1-16h for more I nlormal ion .

Manuel Ruiz

The Real World

Classified
for day time positions Please call
267-4570 or inquire wdhin

ANNOUNCEMENTS
ABOLISH IRISH APARTHEID. Write
for FREE info PJL. 31114 WIIIIms
Rd , S J 65117 End the OPPRES.
SION’
ADULT (XXX) CLASSIFIED MAGAZINE
FREE Call 255-0724 (recording)
to gel your copy 24 hrs FREE
CHILD ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM Enhance personal & pro.

ith
sick!

utne ore

cussion will he "Maintaining Physical
Fitness " Call Kit Carter at 277-2005
for more information.

or more informa-

fesslonal growth as Volunteer in.
tern In world renowned local
progrom
Counseling. support
?
wirnin date processing,
public swoons., fund-raising.
etc BI- & mono-lingual, all majors. grad & undergracl Eve,.
once from clerical to post -grad.
intro-to eidrovert WE NEED YOU
Near campus IC E F PO Boy
952.S J 95100, 280-5055
RESEARCH PAPERS

15.278 AVAIL-

ABLE’ Catalog 5200.Research.
11322 Idaho. 02060T. Lou An.
;plea
90025
VISA MC
or
CO042131477-8474

AUTOMOTIVE
BUGS FOR SALE!! San Jose’s best
B UGS All guaranteed!! 100% II.
nancing, OAC Call VW Restore.
lion at 297-8200 $200 discount on
vehicle purchase w unto 1

COMPUTERS
APPLE

MACINTOSH

McDONALD a NOW HIRING. Premium
pay, hours flexible around school
schedule Two-fiv., days. 10-35
hrs virk
interviews ME 3-4pm
Contact Mike or Lucy at 356-3095
15475 Los Gatos Blvd
PASTA FULL TIME RETAIL HELP’ Nafirm
preparing
for
tional
Christmas work and semester
break work If accepted you will
earn 89 25 starting. Part time 1201
earnings per work equal 5185
Full (40) earnings per week equal
$370 No experience is needed be
cause of our intensive on the lob
training program Good math and
reading skills are a plus Some
evening and weekend positions
are available and some flexibility
is allowed during final warns in
addition. if you quality, corporate
scholarships are awarded. Inter
nshlps are possible, and you may
earn 2.3.4 credits per quarter or
semester During your winter
spring, and especially summer
breaks, toll lime work is available
Call today for Information and an
interview. or cell Monday through
Friday between 10 AM -2 PM (406)
275.9885 II the line is busy,
please be patient and try eosin
An equal opportunity company
PART TIME JOBS" We market auto
club memberships lor the major

USERS

Rent

time on a
I eserWriter Plus
end
printer
Wordprocessing
straight typing services also Call
DAYSTAR at 3542717 Pickup
and delivery Reasonable rates.
quality wort.,
COMPUTER EASE Computer time or
private Instruction on the IBM PC.
In Wordstar, wordperfect. writing
assistant or professional editor
South San Jose home Afternoon
classes only 227-1990

Oil

companies Par-LIMN, easy
hours, weekly paychecks Si to
$15 hourly commission, complete
training provided Great expert once for your resume AC Smith
Corp .2474570
SECURITY GUARDS-M1LPITAS area
Prestigious account, 0550 hr to
start Good verbal & written skills
nec 16 yrs or older. Calif dr iicense. home phone Sown trwsp
req. ME FOE (415)697-3640
SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS AIDE. Caring for children 2yrs-Syrs Close
to campus. flexible hours Con-

DISK TO DISK CONVERSIONS
IBM MS-DOS CPU ALTOS
Portables-OSBORN-TRS-8S

tact Holly al 293-2260

Over 500 Disk formats
Word ProSte 00 a disk
Tapes
cessors-Mag
Prompt Service PU & Delivery

TEACHERS 0 AIDES for preschool
LO SJ area 6 ECE Lines preferred

Data
Creative
Ices
(408)866-6060

TEACHERS FOR SMALL professional
preschool with caring atmosphere Need ECE, enthusiasm.

Sens

IBM XT COMPA I IBLE 256k. 2 drives,
monitor. keyboard, MG P. $095
64016. 20MB hard disk. drive.
monitor. keyboard,
matrix printer. 5740

S1095

14081723-1131

and creativity Flexible hours &
friendly staff little Scholars Preschool. 2313-1474 or 274-4726

Doi

Letter gustily, $295 One block from campus
404 S 3rd St. 02, corner of San
Salvador PC-COM. 295-1606

FOR SALE

TELEMARKETING RADIO TIME PART
TIME We are looking for a few
outspoken people to sell air time
This

position requires a good
voice and a strong desire to make
Call Mrs Green at 377

money

DATA BANK with elarm system Moor
features 1 Alarm reminder system (making schedule, meeting
timing) 2 Data flie system (phone
no , price list. storage) 3 110
4
Precision
digit calculator
quartz clock Details send $2 to
Robinson Spec. 1025 N 86th St.
Birmingham. Ala 35206
FUTONS’. Quality cotton products
Create your own living A sleeping
space with our tutons pillows
and frames Custom Futons & P11.
lows Plus. 302 El Paseo Shopping
Center (at Saratoga & Campbell
Aces I. San Jose. 378-5646 10.
discount on Futons with this ad
ONL Y ONE model and size
of bike, but you can own a
i23
new I2 -speed for less than $85
MHC Bicycle Sales offers lowcost transportation needs for the

I SELL

student 30 day guarantee All
sales final Call Days 942-7736.
Eves 293-4700 Ask for Joe
WHY BUY SEMINAR COURSES? Borrow them Iron.. us’ Real Estate,
MotivatIonsi, Sales & Business
home-study courses Hundreds
to choose from’ Well also accept
any used courses for credit toward the annual I. UNLIMITED
bOrroydng The Serniner Llbrery

TELEPHONE

SALES-pan

AFTER SCHOOL SUPERVISION help
wIth homework Two children, as.
change room and board or wages
Weekdays 3-6pm. Almaden Valley
Anxious, please call Gabrielle at 971-81111 or 26134753

area

EARN 5480 weekly. $60 per hundred
stuffed Guaranteed
envelopes
Florneworkers needed for company protect stuffing envelopes
and assembling materials Send
stamped self addressed envelope
to JBK Mall Co P0 Box 25.1,

time

Sell

subscriptions to the Mercury.
News Guaranteed 54 50 hr plus
commission Shifts SAM -IPM or
plus
4 30PM-8 30PM. Mon -Fri
Sal Call today (406)963-1800
WANTED PERSONS INTERESTED In
mo. PT FT.
making 5200-51500
no experience Call 255-6675.

AFFORDABLE HOUSING!, STUDENT
DISCOUNT Fully furnished. secure and safe room, FREE utilities and housekeeping ureic.
Reasonable rates.shared or single available Walking distance to
San Jose State Office 72 N 5th
ST 998-0234
APT 2 bd. 2b1h, up!, sec bldg . clean
quiet, walk to SJSU From $600
sec deposit 780S I Ith St 279.5078
CLEAN. QUIET 1 bdrrn APT in small
(duplex) bldg Walk to class. from
600 DIM, S 10th St. $465 ma
Laundry. prkg, call 9984424
FEMALE ROOMMATE to shore 4bdr
home. North San Jose. $275 mo
Call 251-6511 (eves )
WANTED

TO
MBA

Owe
w pot

Furn
bath & deck Garage. fimplem,
tennis
pool,
5350 flat 274-6005
(PNIS)
21741on. 217th. top floor, quiet apt Parking, security deposit. 9550 mo
10011 & Williams, 297-7554

PERSONAL
euminetion
BACKACHE?? rr
caress part of research prolix’
If you have had low back pain for
more then 6 months & are 20-55
yrs old, plow. call Palmer Col
lege of Chlroprectic-West at (4011)
244-6907. sot 401

Castalc. Ca 91310

Apply by

ROB. WELCOME TO CAL end SJSU
in the beginning our colony was
good now its better And well
never let It rent rh the better is
best Fraternally Delta Colony of

INSTRUCTORS
GYMNASTIC
NEEDED, 55 6790 56 hr Part time
Uturdays. gern3prn Santa Clara

FFMA1 F COMPANION WANTED to
live with sincere hendlcapped
man Please call Brian at 294

GRAPHIC ARTIST position in the Student Activities 0 Services Office
to assist in development or flyers,
brochures, benners. etc 10-15
hrs vrk 64 50-54 90 hr
11 7 96 In CAE Bldg

Perks 5 Roc .964-3257
JESSICA’. NIGHTCI UN. 1001 S 1,1
St . needs wailer Toss. brindra. DJ
Call 297.7272 279-8663 for info
JOBS! JOBS’ JOBS’ Ideal Or students Join our marketing stall
Take new and renewal magazine
order, by phone Mon thru Weds
& Set & Sun Outstanding earning
potential Cell 370-9090
KIDDIE WORI D TOYS. 3640 S
Creek Blvd. San Jose, 241.1100
Warehouse. sales. cashes positions open Apply at Kiddie World,
NO calls

FOR PART TIME woriT?
Togo s at 900 N rind St is hiring

LOOKING

Bookstore & Roberts Book Store
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERNANENTL Yir Confidential, 335 S
San Jose Call
Heywood Ave
247 7486 for appoinlment
WEI COME TO CAI 8 SJSU in the beginning our colony wss good.
now its better And we never let
il rest rill Inc better Is bast Erste,
wily. Della Coiony of Phi Garnms
Delta’
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christlen Center Sunday-Lutheran 10 45 am.
Catholic 400 and 8 00 pm Please
cell Campus Ministry al 298-0204
for worshipcounselingprograms
and study opportunities
Rev
Bob LegerSr
Norb Firm -

Natalie Shim!,
Joan Panetta,
babe,

Rev

SERVICES
BARE IT ALL" Stop shaving, waxing.
tweezing Idt me permanently remove your unwanted hair (chin.
moustache back,
shoulders, etc) 15% discounts to
students and faculty Call before
bikini tummy

Christmas. 1986 6 gel your 1 51
appt at I 2 price Unwanted hair
disappears with my care Gwen C
Cheigren. R F Call 559.3500, for
appl . 1645 S Bascom Ave CC
HAIR TODAY GONE TOMORROW
IS THAT DESIGN protect
FE s IF Wr
due er you have no resources for
Ideas or what to build? SHI Electronics Is committed to offering
low cost electronic (component)
8 computer information needs for
the student Call Days 942-7736,
Eves 293-4780 ask for Joe
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will consult with SJSU student for 30 minutes FREE Practice limited to all
aspects of immigration and tutuOffice located
raimbon law
within 10 minutes from campus
Call Robert Ng et (408) 299-6400
for an appointment
HAIR REMOVAL for
men and women. Special rate with
faculty or student ID Private IL
confidential Weekdays. evenings
& Saturday Sunnyvale Flectroly.

PERMANENT

sis Canter. Koll Business Park al
Hwy 101 & N Felt-mks Ave 14061

CLEANING 8 SERVICES
Homes, offices carpets & windows 14061 264.3090- 26041025

Phi Gamma Delta

2306
Hill EL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOC’S
TION? Shabbal dinners. parties.
Sunday brunch., *Mums, Tiste
Israeli
earn.
day "lunch and
dancing, holiday celebrations
For Informellon call Hillel at 29413311
I EARN RUSSIAN FROM A NATIVE
We offer an intensive or 10 rob
course index!i or group class.
For more into call 993-3730
NATIONAL GAY RI contact club 18 ,
men and tvomen Confident el. low
re. Send SASE to NOCC. P0
Roe 26761.6. San Jose, Ca
95159

PROFESSIONAL RESEARCH for writers. scholars. and public officials
Specializing in historical, polftl.
cal. biographical topics Student
discounts available For Iree info,
write CLO. 6003-0 Misors Lane.
Columbia. MD 21045

itive edge and increased efficiency Call Richard a1272-8346.
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now. Saw your teeth. eyes
and money ton For IMormaHon
and brochure see AS Office or
cell (4011)371-6011
STUDENTS, TEACHERS. Send todey
for unique booklet, filled with
serviceable information about Ii.
censure 8 career opportunities.
S200 Write to Mon Arnl, Box
11567F B Harrisburg Pa 17109

tre

ACCURACY ALWAYS Professional
results every time Theses, papers, resumes and dissertations
Serving Evergreen, SS.J LI a tee
minutes from SJSU Student Ms
count with this ad or ID Call

AG! +0 ’
WAR:, os
wor’.‘
,Nr0
rotsiCAN
41 ,r,OAlt T.JJADER A Car.AS:.
30 .V4rER,FOF
TeL Lod:,
A,rwtoll LEA,E?

140111224-0852.
AFFORDABLE WORD PROCESSING
Specializing In mums, term pa
Na hob too
pem,transcription
small! Student discounts Near
SJSU Teachers welcome’ OM.

AARDVARKS DON T TYPE, bull do,
Theses, dissertations, reports
Fight page minimum. sly months
disk storage On-line word
processing. silk tor Joye al 264.
1029

A BE AUTIF1.11 PAPER every time. Experienced. professional word pro
retheses,
papers,
cessIng
sumes office overflow. mailings

06 ,rou CEO, H &TWINGE
PtASO.AL ArTACHIAPAir 117
MANNY mow. 96,0,tiF,
50,130 HIV F,UD
’,WM+ A Corrocof rya?

orTEN LIAUE THE
nu A biF ?

LB

Wanda Folk

School Daze
A FATEFUL SAW OF THE
IDE7ERATIMES WHETHER
ESTANTS GLIDE svro CLASS
ON TIME PROP A LUXURIOUS ONCAMPUS P KYKI 507.-

Alterwlives, 2942974

campus each day for pickup & delivery Call 249-4075, kinlVe message
A WAY WITH WORDS prompt. emutel.. Morale. B A in history Wang
Word Processing. spelling errors
corrected long manuscripts welcome Will pick up, deliver Also
avellable critical reading, assistance in rewriting Dan 0 Rear
978-0277
BARRE’S WORD PROCESSING Have
lob will process Experienced in
theses, manuscripts. papers. rebackup
professional
sumes,
work Reasonable rates I meted
conveniently Call Barbe at 926-

Isaac Newt

Sheila Neal

Thick Crust

Eric Kieninger

4370
Student paBECK SECRETARIAL
pers. resumes. business typing
needs, word processing Willow
Glen wee Call II. 01 267.8234
TEFIFSA
HILL SANTA
AREA Fast. accurate typing and
word processing available uven
days a week Limited pick-up &

BLOSSOM

delivery 305-1012
CALL

LINDA FOR

PROFESSIONAL

Reports.
theses, dissertations, group projects. resumes Guaranteed quick
return Per page and hourly rates
Transcription evalleble Almaden.
processing

word

Brenham area Free disk storsge
Prof Steno Typing Service 1408)
264-4504
DO you have paper due soon? DMZ
It need to be typed? Call today to
schedule your word processing
lob Quick turnaround accurete
$2 as page 993-9260. Word for

KAINAV go136

STAN ? CORA YOV &ET
MY PIZZA our 7 IT
SHNI,D I3E
J2ONE Now. NAV

Word Enterprises-SJ
EDITING WORD

PROCESSING, 2669448 Empties’s on correct punc
illation, sentence structure. end
formatting (Tumble, SPA. etC)
Former English major, highly de-

IS

PvTrise roo MUCI4
CNEEse CN His

pizzAs AbA94

pendable Willow Glen Area, easy
Mrs
Morton
Call
to locate
(Marsha) from 5AM-81,51 at 26604413
WORD

PROCESSING

papers, research papers.
theSeS & dissertations (Campbell.
Tut-Wien. APA 3rd ad I. screenplays resumes, cover & follow-up
letters. manuscripts (books. arti
Term

cies, short stories). transcription
Fr. SPEL-CHEK, minor edit (it
requested). proof. disc sTorage
Student faculty discounts Quick
turnaround 746-5825
EXCELLENT TYPING SERVICE Term
papers. theses, resumes, dissertations. etc for students end faculty We also do tape transcription and bookkeeping Free data
storage Call 245.1769
EXPO TYPIST. Near Leigh & Cam.
den Reports. term papers, etc
Editing
suitable
Correctable
From
typewriter
electronic
Call Bill
space
page
double
81 50
at 371-5933
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
personal legal business, word
processing needs Tenn wipers,
moons, resumes, cover letters.
theses dissertations, manuals
AIM
All academic formats

TYPING

Cto #30/ POIEFER PT 45154
4 1,,s r..rLEss tA.u.,AnwroiL
,PPPER 114/IN SNIELLINo
,
,OLL914 ;oft

AMY WILL TYPE your paper tor only
St per pipe, double spaced On

ENTERPRISE

734-3115.

RUNNERS. ATHLETES. Deep Uwe
muscle work for an cam compet-

HOUSING

townhouse

HELP WANTED

PROFESSOR, EXAM FILES imitable
tor
required
Engineering
(13
courses In CE, EE, ME end Mal
Engr). EIT, Calculus. Chemistry
end Physics Available at Spartan

PRESTO

3800

NONSMOKER

($OO) 824-2222 132

NEED 100 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE to
try new herbal weight contriTA
gram. Ns drugs, no *verde*.
100% guarentead Call (406) 2457503

Spelling.

grammar.

punctuation

assistance All work go...inlaid
Professional. confidential and dependable service at AFFORD*.
141 E RATES. Free disk simper
Pam. 247-2681 (Santa Clem) See
SJSU F11136 Directory of Classes
tor additional coupon savings
INEXPENSIVE. QUICK WORD pro.
cawing 51 00 per page. no mini -

Classified
mum Thesis, dissertation. etc
RHEMA GRAPHICS at 365.9035
LOW LOW PRICES & MI returns on
prof word processing’ Term pa.
pars, manuscripts, resumes, you
vette, I type or you draft. I write &
type Acc spelling A punc . hoe
pu del Let me do the work while
you party, worry free’ Call eves
for est Sharon 972-9753
THAT FORGOTTEN PAPER
typed test? let me help’ Term pmpers. Whys. reports.
hist and professearch papers
sionally’
FREE
grammar

NEED

spelling assistance Reasonable
rates Call SUMS, al 2944347
(work Neve message) or 926-1274
before 10 pm
PROCESS IT WRITE. Faculty and tudents can rely on sccurete
timely production of newsletters,
reports, resumes, publications
correspondence.
etc Will aid In grammar spelling.
punctuation For prompt. 7 day
response, leave message for
manuscripts.

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST -term papers.
theses. etc
Accurete. prompt
52 25 difi spate per page Sam
toga area call Joan at 7419050
PUT YOUR WORDS in their best perexperlenced
prole,
Wrothe
SIOnal word proceesing papers
theses, resumes Specialist in
technical.
scientific
protects
St 75-53 page Call Vicki at 261.
3058 IBM area

RESUME & TYPING We use IBM FT
COMPUTER. Word Star end letter
quality printer Resume $5 up
Typing 51 Sc pg, double space
One block from campus PCCOM. 404S 3rd St 02. corner or
San Salvador PC-COM. 295-1606
PROFFS.
SUCCESS ENTERPRISE
SIONAL typing 5 business services Fast, reasonable & near unl
versity Cali (408(292.4047

QUALITY

TYPING SERVICE Tor all
your typing needs Student
ranging from 51 to 81 75 per page
Orrick turnaround Disk storage

REPORT PAPERS Word
processing w ware anon,. to
WWI $2 pg for students. 53 pg
lot professionals Resumes S10
Save your Work On the IBM PC for
later use Grammar. punctuation
in
II spelling checked printed

THESES -

for 30 days Call (WC 9444967
Ask tor Amanda or Nave message
on machine
RELIABLE

WORD

PROCESSING
DONE at renewable rates with
quick turnaround firm Will set -Lip
spell check all documents Call
Kelley at 972.2907

COVERLETTERS.
and
RESUMES,
business correspondence Assts.
lance with vocabulary, sentence
structure. end form if requested

publication.

Erickson

Word Processing 377-5293
TYPING DONE REASONABLE rates
Cell Patti 01 246-5033
TYPING SERVICE for students and in-

Call 266-9448

Almelo at (406) 275-053

quality

Student Discounts
Guaranteed work Only 10 minutes from campus Words and

Dependable

reliable

structors
accurate work IleaSOnable tales
SI SO pg Assignments t 0 pgs
and over will be accepted only

Call (406) 7341676 SunnyvaN
area Long range assignments
can be submitted by mil w your
remittance
WORD PROCESSING.RESUMES, thesis end term papers Reasonable
retes Quality service able to do
bold face and right margin pustffication Call 259-9446 Sorter from
SJSU
WORD PROCESSING - students. In.
structors small business Term
papers, thesis, resumes. man.
dissertstions mess nulling.
spelling check etc Reasonable
rates Call 6 A Desk Top Som.
ices 01 2747567 PIM upend dc
livery suitable
WORDPROCESSING ON slate of the
art equipment Peplos. greets.
etc Discount on 2nd lob Call 3763491
ZEE

TYPING and Secretarial Services Fest accurate work available seven days a w.k Loured
In the Blossom Hill Santa Tenses
area I imited pick up and WM
cry Call 365-1011

newsletters

Print Your Ad Here

more (P1.010923-7810
ABSOLUTELY.

ACCURATE.

Ad Rates

AC

Minimum three lines on one day

COUNTABLE for telephoneze that
toots typing that’s tops-- try
Tony .7082061 St 50 per paw
double spaced All wort; guar.
&Mewl
Thanks

Trust

Tony

296-7087

PROFESSIONAL
AND
ACADEMIC
word processing P Jsword pro
ceasing otters quality guaranteed
work at competitive rates Experiin thesis. term papers.
group proiwts. resumes, manuscripts & letters l mated in North
San Jose. only minutes from urn
enced

pus Cali P J at 923-2309
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING All
formals & group proiects welcome Spell check every time. free
disk storage Database capability
Standard A micro Cruised* Iran.
scription word ’,roc Ong on
SAMNA
perfect
0
word
wfbeere Mrs Mm. 0 30-5 30 Re
wry@ time now for your upcoming thesis. dimwit Won or manuscript Chrystal 9234461
A CASH REBATE
$5 cash discount
to new customers on reports 10
pages One page tree typing on
reports 29 pages Profwaiwal
typist and skilled word processor
aserWrIter Plus printing Pickup
and delivery Highest quality work
at student rates St 50 page Call
DA YSTAFI at 358-2717

(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each hne)
j111111i1111111111111111111111111

Two
Days

One
Day

3 Lines $3 55 $4.35
4 Lines $435 $515
5 Lines $515 $600
6 Lines $595 $680
Each Additional Line Add

Three
Days
$475
$5 55
$635
$7 15
$ 80

Four

Five

Each
Extra

Days

Days

Day

$500
$580
$6 60
$7 40

$520
$600
$680
$7 60

$ 90

$1 05
$1 20
$1.35

rIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1111111.

11111_11111111111111111111111,

11111111111111111111111111111111.

Print Name

Semester Rates (All Issues

10-14 ales 163 00
5-9 Lines $4600
15 Plus Lines $80 00

Phone_

Address

Phone 277-3175
City 6 State_
Enclosed is $

Fm

Lines

Days

Circle a Claudication
Announcements

Help Wanted

Personals

f or Sale
Typing

Lost 8 Found
Computers

Services

AutomotIve
Travel
Stereo

SEND CHECKMONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

Classified Desk Located Outside 0E80206
Hours 90041110330PM
Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads
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Spartan City to close in 1988
HOUSING, from page I

-

.

AmelP"lem.
Abraham Haile

Daily staff photographer

Spartan swimmer Sharon Nit’) sketis and university President Call Fullerton walk for the Women of Sparta fund-raiser.

Area leaders earn
$125,000 for sports
\\ ikon said sports help women to
WAI.K . from page I
he sit( esslul.
money is raised by pledges who sponI \k:1111 woman to he achievers,"
sor individual participants.
ks said. "Sports teach women
The 1985 walk. with I I more
participants than this year. raised how to vs in and lose.
Participants feel it’s a challenge
SI30,000.
The women gave varying reasons to raise funds for the program, she
said.
for participating in the walk.
"People feel honored to he
McKenna. who received her
SJSU master’s degree in urban and re- asked." Wilson said.
"They have fun." said Women’s
gional planning in 1974, said she
wanted to contribute back to the uni- Athletic Director Mary Zimmerman.
"They
feel the most important thing in
versity and help gain recognition for
anybody’s lite is to get an education."
the women’s athletics program

Computer concerts
blend old and new
MUSH’. from page I
according to Strange.
Joel Slaton, Art Department lecturer. composed a 22 -minute computer
graphics display to go along with the
music. Both finished pieces will he
performed together.
Other pernirmances include a ballet done by DanceWorks, put to electronic -generated music and several
other student -composed electronic
pieces.
Thursday night’s pertomiance is
a fusion of jazz \kith Afro-Cuban. Brazilian. Caribbean music, Masters said.
"Blues, iazz, and rock are tilled
with African and Caribbean influences." he said. "II you play a
Beatles song, I could probably show
you its African root
Masters said he has taken these

If you play a Beatles
song, I could probably
show you its African
root.’
Randy Masters,
SJSU music lecturer
elements and brought them forth in a
1:1/./ format. The musical influences in
America come front around the world.
and Master said he wants to show listeners where some of roots come from.
The Rand) Masters Band is a professional group that has been together
since 1980. Their album, "Voices"
was nominated for a Bay Area Music
Award for the hest independently produced album in 1980.

JOST1A,NS
A

NOV 3-NOV 7

9-5:30

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

-The Spartan City location is in
the university master plan for campus
housing," he said, adding that no
plans are being made to rebuild yet.
Spartan City resident Leo John
son said destruction of the complex is
linked to recent contract "finagling.’
"They’re trying to dream tip
ways to flatten this place," Johnson
said. "They’ve known all along they
were going to close it. They feel they
can make a checkmate and move everybody out."
He said Spartan City residents
were forced to sign new leases July 1
that changed their commitment from
five years to one year. He said residents were threatened with eviction it
they didn’t comply.
Johnson said he also thinks the
housing office is using the fire marshal
as a scapegoat and that the complex
isn’t in as had a shape as Brown
claims. He said Brov.ii and his staff
lust started pouring money into Spartan City recently, and are using "expensive, absurd renovating standards .
Johnson said a painting project
done on some of the apartments involved too much paint that was not
carefully sprayed.
He said an additional crew had to

come in to clean up the mess on windows and floors created by the paint driving up the cost .
Brown could not he reached for
further comment.
Johnson also noted Spartan City
has 30 to 40 single mothers, who
would he left out in the cold if lowcost replacement housing isn’t found.
"They couldn’t at lord to go to
school," he said. "A single mom
can’t pay $800 for rent and still go to
college." Currently, apartments at
Spartan City rent for $165 and 5200.
Johnson said he’s most concerned’
about people who’ve moved-in recently and planned to stay for five.
years. He said two friends spent
$1,000 on carpeting for their apartment, expecting a long-term stay.
Johnson said the Family Housing Association, a group of Spartan City residents. will examine the legality of the
closure.
Brown said the complex is made
up of World War II barracks that originally housed shipbuilders. The complex was purchased by the university
shortly after the war and brought to
South Campus to provide cheap housing for married couples. He said the
complex was a short-term plan then,
hut somehow managed to avoid being
condemned until now.
’We’ve been telling (residents)

all along ’no, we’re not going to tear it
down’ and now we’re turning around
and saying ’yes, we are.’ " Brown
said. "They should have been torn
down before I was horn."
Apartment Living Coordinator
Bob Tattershall said Spartan City residents are accustomed to the closure
gossip.
"They’ve heard rumors for years
through the grapevine." he said.
"Someone from Spartan City has
asked me every moth whether it will
close."
Tattershall said he expects two reactions to the news of closure: anger
and relief. He said residents will he
hard pressed to find an economical living situation that matches Spartan
City.
"The options are pretty limited
since the cost of housing IS so high."
he said. "It’s not even realistic to find
a two-bedroom apartment for $165. It
it existed, people would already he living there."
Tattershall said he and Mary Dannely. Off Campus Housing coordinator, will research alternatives for the
residents of Spartan City
"We’ve softened the hlow a little
bit by making the closure date in August 1988." he said. "A year and a
half is a reasonable amount of time." .

Brown said he hopes the closure
date will give married students the
extra time to relocate. But he added
that Spartan City provides more than
lust a place to live.
"The people there have a co-operative baby-sitting system," Brown
said. "For a number of people, if we
cut the housing they probably won’t he
able to finish their education."
’But we want a place (for students) 10 live in that’s safe. Spartan
City is probably in better (condition)
lhaIl II ever has been.
"For so long, the university
hasn’t charged much for rent," Brown
said. "We’ve tried to gradually increase rent hut we would have had to
raise it 1(X) to 200 percent (to not lose
money). It’s not fair to do that.’’
Tattershall said the closure of
Spartan City will affect the ability of
some to attend SJSU "easily."
Though he knows of the problems that
plague Spartan City. he said he wonders why the complex wasn’t shut
down years ago.
"The problems were there before
we the and Brown) got here." Tattershall said. "I’m uncomfortable wondering why it wasn’t done before."
Johnson said he hopes closing the
complex will get SJSU and the city to
CX:1111111V the plight of the low-income.

Students learn to move in workshop
DANCE, from page I
1sic group.
by Art of Noise, a ’i
The music, which is strictly instrumental, set the tone of the movements
by the particpants.
When the music was very upbeat.
Wendy McGlothlin. an SJSU student
majoring in theater arts, was twine

iice by at
pulled into the doctot
least live people
body in"A big action got
volved and that was good for the
scene.’ Federico said.
Kostalik said it was an "incredibly difficult experiment" to try to understand What the I ellow actor has chosen to do.

Korean students face
charges for demonstrating
SEOUL, South Korea (Apt
The government prosecution office
reported yesterday that 1,274 students will be charged with crimes
for their part in a four-day anti-goyernment, anti-American demonstration last week.
The students were among
1.525 detained by police for what
the authorities called a leftist plot to
organize an anti -government, antiU.S. student federation involving
29 schools in and near Korea’s capital. Seoul.
The arrested students took pail
in a violent four -day siege of
Seoul’s Konkuk University that
ended Friday when 8.)800 riot po-

lice stormed the campus.
Authorities said they are sv h
holding action on 48 students
in the hospital aith injuries sus
tamed during the police action.
The students had occupied
live school buildings after police
blocked them from marching from
the campus. They chanted slogans
calling for the overthrow of the 6 year-old government of President
Chun Doo-Hwan and an end to
American influence in South
Korea.

For instance, she said a ilerson
may he interpreting an action, like a
nudge to the shoulder, as a play ful gesture or a threatening one.
’You may be thinking. ’this is
what we’re doing.’ and the other person may he thinking ’no, this is what

said.
we’ iii.’:
kosialik said the participants
experiment
the
caught on quickl> to
and they had a quick association with
the music
’’It’s l ii licit It to keep a constant
focus w oh a lot 01 people in a large
5P111.1.1.- K.1slailk said.
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CHINESE FOOD WITHOUT THE WAIT
LUNCH SPECIAL $1.95 M-F 11:30-2 PM1
WE FEATURE
Zucchisi & Pook
Jumbo Eyiy Rolls
Foiled Rim
Mutinous Ribs
Booccoli
Bill Pepplos Bid
Sonia & Soon Pooh Pook Rib STEW
Bad CstiliFlowto
Chow klair.
SWEET &SEWN Ribs Bid STEW
Congaed Chickto
Poo Polo Chicks,.
CORNER OF trk & E. SANTA CLARA. OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
IONE Block loom School of Eggyigagniggrj

The prosecution announcement said 171 policemen and 51
students were injured in the clash.
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A101
Freshman Orientation
Nothing could have prepared me

for the first few moments with my

roommate."Anique"nothing more,
just "Anique"was her name. Change
the"A" to a"U"and you’ve got a
description.
When they asked what type of
roommate I wanted, I didn’t know that
I needed to be more specific than nonsmoker. I could swear I saw a picture
of Anique on a postcard I got from
London. Within five minutes, I found
out that she was an Art History student, into the Psychedelic Furs, and
totally, totally against the domestication of animals.
I was just about ready to put in
for a room transfer when she
reached into her leather
backpack, pulled out a
can of Suisse Mocha and
offered me a cup. Okay, I
decided I’d keep an open mind.
As we sipped our cups, I
found out that Anique and I share
the same fondness for Cary Grant
movies, the same disdain for wine
coolers, and the same ex-boyfriend.
That gave us plenty to talk about.

General Foods’ International Coffees.
Share the feeling.

Available at
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